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FIRST (CYBER)VISION
“An unusual excitement on the subject of listservs. . . .

I T HAS BEEN NEARLY FIFTEEN YEARS SINCE THE FIRST
LDS email list was announced,3 and I don’t think we have
realized yet how profoundly the Internet is affecting the

Mormon world. The Net is changing the way the Church pro-
claims the gospel, perfects the saints, and redeems the dead;4

but perhaps more important, it is changing the way we Latter-
day Saints generate discourse, interact with each other, and
find others with like interests.

“There was in the place where we lived an unusual excite-
ment on the subject of listservs,” wrote cybersaint Danny Clark
in 1993 in a piece entitled “The True Mailing List.”

It commenced with Mormon--L, but soon became
general among all the mailing lists. Indeed the whole
Internet seemed affected by it, and great multitudes
subscribed themselves to the different mailing lists,
which created no small stir and division among the
Internet, some crying “Lo, here!” and others “Lo

there!” Some were contending for Mormon-L, some
for Zion-L and some for LDS Net.5

Clark’s piece is particularly funny in the way it applies a basic
Mormon tenet—the idea that one church must be true and all
others in error—to the chaotic and fluid world of the Internet.
But beyond its humorous intent, Clark’s satire addresses one of
Mormonism’s most basic anxieties: the threat to place and
order that comes with the emergence and proliferation of open
spaces.

THE INTERNET AS OPEN SPACE
The problematic nature of uncharted territory

B ECAUSE OF ITS abstract nature, when we speak of the
Internet, the World Wide Web, and many other things
computer-linked, we unconsciously but pervasively

employ spatial metaphors. We refer to it all collectively as “cy-
berspace.”6 We talk about “visiting a site” and “meeting in a
chatroom.”

Yet for many Mormons, the notion of open or uncharted
space is problematic. From official anxieties about indepen-
dent “symposia”7 to debates within independent groups them-
selves about what it means to truly be an open forum,8 there is
a great deal of anxiety in Mormon circles about spaces free
from institutional control.

While many cybersaints, both in the mainstream and on the
margins, have ventured into the open space and found partici-
pation in virtual groups rewarding and faith-promoting, many
Mormons are still puzzled and troubled by the Internet—a
space so open and dynamic as to defy traditional notions of
place, order, authority, and discourse control. It is not sur-
prising, then, that some Mormons view the Web not simply as
the road, but as the superhighway, to apostasy.9 Yet, despite the
hesitations of some, new Mormon mailing lists, websites, and
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How has the rise of the World Wide Web affected Mormonism? Who is online and why? 
How has the Church responded? How about the “unofficial” Church? 
Are we becoming “The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-dot Com?”

ONE LORD, ONE FAITH 
MANY CHAT ROOMS: 

MORMONS, THE INTERNET, AND
THE COMPLEXITIES OF OPEN SPACES

By Hugo Olaiz

HUGO OLAIZ is the news editor for SUNSTONE and
maintains several websites, including one about the
history of the Church in his home town, La Plata,
Argentina, <www.bellota.org>. He is also co-editing
the Encyclopedia of Mormon Studies (forth-

coming, Signature Books).

[The Internet] is a very large room in which everyone is shouting.
—Elder Henry B. Eyring1

God speaks not only through prophets, seers, and revelators, but
also out of the mouths of babes, scholars, and asses.

—Scott G. Kenney2
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chatrooms are becoming an unofficial but in-
creasingly legitimate part of the Mormon uni-
verse; and in both reactionary and proactive
ways, official LDS sites are now beginning to
“settle” parts of the electronic frontier. 

EXTANT BIBLIOGRAPHY
A new area of study with much left 

to understand

L ITTLE HAS BEEN written about the
impact of the Internet on
Mormonism. It appears the only

strictly sociological study has been ad-
vanced by Hildi Mitchell, a social anthropol-
ogist at the University of Sussex.10 In her
study, Mitchell suggests that if the LDS
Church has responded to the advent of the
Internet with caution, it is simply because of
“the lack of control [the Church] can exer-
cise over Internet publication of material.”11

Mitchell, who focused her research on a
feminist mailing list on the margins of
Mormonism,12 shows how some of these
electronic groups appropriate LDS struc-
tures, subvert the traditional concept of call-
ings,13 and even use the Internet to mobilize
opposition to official LDS policies.14 “The ex-
istence of these groups does not derive only
from their symbolic relationship to [tradi-
tional] Mormon community structures,”
concludes Mitchell, but also “from some of
the particular features of digital technology.”15 For Mitchell,
these particular features (e.g., the speed, the global reach, and
the unregulated nature of the Internet) allow these kinds of in-
teractions and mobilizations.

Also reflecting on the role of the Internet in Mormonism,
Sheldon Greaves identified three specific areas—LDS dis-
course, scholarship, and activism—where the unofficial
Mormon Internet, mailing lists in particular, could make extra-
ordinary contributions. Writing in 1994, Greaves suggests that
electronic forums “fill an important need among people who
use the networks to find other Mormons who share their inter-
ests and concerns,” and predicts that “as the number and va-
riety of participants increase, [the Internet’s] usefulness as a
tool for understanding Mormonism will likely increase.”16

In Mormons and the Internet, the first attempt toward a com-
prehensive treatment of the subject, LauraMaery Gold focuses
on both official and unofficial sides of Mormonism.17 Like
many other Web-savvy writers, she takes a practical not socio-
logical approach, and her vision of online Mormon communi-
ties is all-encompassing and idealistic: “I see communities of
like-minded Latter-day Saints coming together from their
homes and offices in every little village in the world to inspire
one another, to support one another, to work out the programs
of the Church in their own ways . . . . I have seen miracles take

place in the lives of members—and nonmembers—of the
Church through the friendships they’ve found in online LDS
communities.”18

OPEN SPACE AND PROPER CHANNELS
Fast and anonymous communication makes electronic 

gate-keeping a nearly impossible challenge

P ERHAPS MORMON CYBERSPACE generates anxieties,
first of all, because it represents an open space where
people can freely choose their own niche. In Mormon

belief and custom, participation and callings in a specific con-
gregation are never by choice or preference. Unlike members
of other denominations, who often choose freely what congre-
gation to attend, Mormons are assigned to a specific ward with
strict geographical boundaries.19 Personal characteristics such
as sex, age, and marriage status further constrict the spaces in
which members can move, and participation outside assigned
bounds is strongly discouraged. From deciding who can sit on
the meetinghouse stand20 to determining who can enter the
temple,21 Mormon spaces, both physical and symbolic, are
carefully regulated. 

In his description of LDS temples as sacred spaces, non-
Mormon social scientist Douglas J. Davies has defined
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SIX MORMON INTERNET COMMUNITIES
by Marc Fisher

1. MEET AND GREET. This group of Mormons meets and talks
for social purposes. A younger community, it includes support
groups, “cyberdaters,” and mission alumni pages.

2. LEARN AND YEARN. This group is for personal study of doc-
trinal, historical, and social Mormonism. It is very diverse with
broad demographics.

3. SEE AND FLEE. This group comes to the Net to find resources
for lessons and talks. They come in, find a fine little resource, and
then leave. These are teachers, Scouters, Young Men and Young
Women leaders, and those with urgent talk assignments.

4. THE PREVALENT AND CONVALESCENT: This group is online
to do genealogical research. It may be the largest LDS Internet
community and tends to be an older one.

5. THRASH AND BASH: This group is anti-Mormon. They use
the Net to discount or discredit Mormonism, historically, socially,
or doctrinally. They are varying ages and come from diverse reli-
gious backgrounds. A fast-growing Mormon apologist community
is also on the Net.

6. THE “TESTI-MONEY” COMMUNITY: This group uses the Net
to buy and sell Mormon-related merchandise and services.

Marc Fisher is an Internet watcher and former data-
base manager for several Mormon-related websites.
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Mormon “sacred secrecy” as “a means of maintaining a
boundary that ensures a privilege of access to the prime source
of identity.”22 We can conceive of all Mormon buildings (tem-

ples, chapels, institutes of religion, etc.) as regulated space.
Participation is encouraged but carefully controlled.
Information and directives do move from space to space, but
this communication must go through “the proper channels.”23

The Internet subverts this order of things by providing a
parallel, unofficial channel for information. A good example of
how the Internet subverts the proper channels is  a commercial
site that was launched in 2001 to provide confidential coun-
seling for Mormons who do not want to turn to their
bishops.24 For a religion in which local leaders have “ecclesias-
tical monopoly” over their congregations, the alternative of
turning to a website instead of a bishop is an extraordinary
change.

Another example of how the Internet has affected “proper”
dissemination of information occurred about six months be-
fore the Relief Society and Melchizedek Priesthood manuals
were combined in 1998. Even though the change had not yet
been officially announced, a general authority mentioned
during a stake conference in the Midwest the plan to combine
them, and a cybersaint in attendance posted the news on a
mailing list. As reported by Mormon cyberwatcher Keith
Irwin, a Church employee in the curriculum department was
left “speechless” by how quickly the news had reached the
general membership.25

Most of the Web functions as  seemingly unregulated space.
One can freely visit sites, sign up for mailing lists, and join
chatroom discussions. Moreover, whereas in geographically
bound space, the status of a member (such as active/inactive,
male/female, adult/young adult) is quite apparent,26 the
Internet has ways to hide these social markers. For example, in
a chatroom or on a mailing list, an LDS man could quite easily
participate in a forum intended for Relief Society sisters and,
let’s say, exchange recipes or tips on home schooling.27

Chatroom nicknames are often gender-neutral, with obscure
Mormon names, such as Nehor or Kolob, among the favorites.
This feature helps protect the identity of the users but also has
the effect of putting all the members of a group on essentially
equal footing.

FROM JUNGLE TO FRONTIER TOWN
The emergence of a new social order

AMORE PROFOUND reason the Church, like many
other institutions, finds the Internet unsettling is be-
cause it is a space in which no one really seems to be in

charge. For the average person, the Net appears as a chaotic

jungle, a territory without rules or laws. Browsing the Web can
be overwhelming because of the extraordinary amount and di-
versity of the information and activities it offers. In cyberspace

one can download a Primary lesson or post the text of the en-
dowment. One can bear testimony or auction off a temple rec-
ommend.28 One can find an eternal companion29 or engage in
an indecent proposal—sometimes both in the same sitting! 

The title of Sheldon Greaves’s essay, “Mormon Settlements
on the Electronic Frontier,” suggests an image for revising this
description of the Internet as a “jungle.”30 To me, more than an
anarchic jungle, the Internet resembles a nineteenth-century
frontier town. The Net does have laws controlling discourse
and participation, but they are so different that we hardly rec-
ognize them as such. Cyberspace is being settled under a new
social order.

The Internet is not merely another place—it is a different
type of space altogether. It has its own set of protocols, eti-
quette, and expectations. In SUNSTONE or Dialogue, a simple
exchange of opinions (for instance, an article and a responding
letter to the editor) typically takes between three and six
months. On the Internet, an exchange of opinions typically
takes twenty-four hours, and can even occur in real time. In
the printed media, anonymity is discouraged. On the Internet,
anonymity is tolerated and sometimes even encouraged. In the
printed media, once a document is published, the text is for-
ever fixed. On the Internet, discourse occupies a fluid space,
somewhere between written and spoken discourse. Opinions
can be posted on a webpage, but they can also be edited at any
time. Most strikingly, books and magazines tend to occupy al-
ways the same physical space in libraries—even sitting on the
same shelf and having the same call number. Webpages, on the
other hand, tend to change their location in cyberspace, and
they often disappear without a trace. Not surprisingly, those
who grew up using traditional intellectual tools, such as books
and periodicals, often find the Internet unsettling.

Another serious Internet issue is the question of authority.
Within Mormonism, materials used in manuals, talks, and on
the official LDS website are nearly always supported by state-
ments from scriptures or living prophets. Some divergence
from strictly “correlated truths” is allowed, especially in class-
rooms, but teachers, who are assigned to moderate class dis-
cussions, are charged with keeping the doctrine pure..

But many Mormons go to the Net in the first place because
they are hungry to hear personal opinions and experiences—
not official lines from a manual. Usually, the person in charge of
a mailing list seems to be absent, and discussions seem unmod-
erated.31 Traditional notions of authority tend to collapse fur-
ther because we usually know little about the Mormon status of
the participants. Over time, of course, the most vocal members
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In cyberspace one can download a Primary lesson or post the   
a temple recommend. One can find an eternal companion or enga   
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of small discussion groups tend to acquire reputations, but that
is not to say that they have a “more important calling” or a
higher priesthood rank than the others. Information on the

Web can also turn out to be unsubstantiated rumors,32 urban
legends,33 or even hoaxes.34

The Internet also complicates the issue of authority by
blurring authorship. The author of a piece can be unknown or
anonymous, and works posted on the Web can be easily al-
tered or misappropriated. Former SUNSTONE assistant editor
Cherie Woodworth has twice been the victim of having her
work altered or misappropriated. A satirical piece she wrote
about LDS missionaries wearing pins on their lapels (to dispel
the perception that they are gay couples) was altered by an
anonymous hand who then added a sentence comparing
President Gordon B. Hinckley to Adolf Hitler. The piece circu-
lated worldwide, mostly in its altered version. Part of another
Woodworth satire, this time about the new LDS Conference
Center, was published by Robert Kirby in The Salt Lake Tribune
without any attribution to Woodworth.35 Kirby, who had re-
ceived the piece sans author in an email message, later apolo-
gized for the misappropriation.36
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“It seems to be more than just an issue of authorship and
authority,” says Woodworth. “It’s also a problem of intended
audience and intended meaning. On the Internet, it may seem

like you’re whispering something privately to a small group of
your best friends, when actually it may turn out that it has
been ‘whispered’ to hundreds of perfect strangers.”37

“VIRTUAL COMMUNITIES” SETTLING THE OPEN SPACE
Promoting diversity or “preaching to the choir”? 

I T IS COMMONPLACE nowadays to talk about “virtual
communities.” Yet this notion is both complex and prob-
lematic. What exactly is a virtual community? What de-

fines membership? What kind of impact does the community
have both on its members and on a larger social realm?38

In her analysis of Mormon virtual communities, Mitchell
utilizes political scientist Benedict Anderson’s notion of imag-
ined communities39 and concludes that “ ‘community’ need
not be restricted to face-to-face communications.”40 I suggest
that the Mormon groups settling in cyberspace—especially
mailing lists and chatrooms—are indeed developing many

E-GAY: GAY MORMON YOUTH AND THE INTERNET
by Jed R. Brubaker

A CCORDING TO A 1998 survey conducted in partnership with Oasis Magazine, the average age for young homosex-
uals to “come out” is now sixteen. This development is due largely to the Internet. In no other medium can one in-
vestigate issues of sexual identity anonymously, without fear of judgment. The Internet helps gay youth connect with

others experiencing the same challenges and thus provides them with a sense of community. 
At a time when I thought I was “the only one,” the sense of belonging I found through the Internet literally kept me alive.

The Internet provided me with the resources and information I needed to create a stable sense of self as I came out of the
closet. 

But a young Latter-day Saint on the Internet faces two conflicting Mormon values. On the one hand, we are taught to
pursue education and knowledge. Yet the well-known phrase, “Be in the world, but not of it,” encourages us to avoid any in-
fluence that might corrupt. Ultimately the message is: “Learn everything you can, but not too much.” 

For me, as for many gay pre-teens and teenagers, the Internet held the promise of self-enlightenment. It encouraged self-
exploration. It promised to alleviate the anxiety I felt while sorting out my sexuality.

But all this came at a price. The Internet was a modern Tree of Knowledge. It offered the gift of enlightenment, but at the ex-
pense of my childhood faith, beliefs, and sense of who I am. Taking up the journey of self-discovery the Internet opened up for
me meant leaving Eden. I had to struggle to create a new identity—a dual identity—preserving what I could from the past while
rejecting what no longer worked for me. It’s a problem without a clear solution.

As I work online now with the next group of gay teenagers grappling with these issues, I see the same
story replayed. The question is simple: “Will I hold on to who I am now, or will I let go in hopes of who I
could become?” 
A student at the University of Utah, Jed Brubaker has recently been appointed Youth Services coordinator at
Affirmation: Gay and Lesbian Mormons. He can be reached at <AffirmationYouth@hotmail.com>.

e    text of the endowment. One can bear testimony or auction off 
a    ge in an indecent proposal—sometimes both in the same sitting!
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traits that help define these virtual groups as communities, in-
cluding the ritualistic sharing of information, the pursuit of
special interests, and, at least in some cases, the fostering of a
sense of solidarity.41

But like the Smith family living in a “burnt-over district,”
we soon realize that we do not have “one God, one faith, one
website.” We have scores of independent sites and mailing lists
that appear, divide, specialize, and disappear daily. This is one
of the paradoxes of the Internet. Ideally, Mormon groups are
imagined as the ultimate Sunday School lesson (minus the
teacher), i.e., as an open forum where people with different
opinions can exchange ideas in a respectful manner. But really
we find a myriad of groups where both the topics of discussion
and the politics of the participants become progressively spe-
cialized. As the various forums grow, divide, and specialize,
intra-group analysis reveals that most groups are essentially
preaching to the choir.

“Unfortunately, there are too few broad-based LDS discus-
sion groups where civility is the rule,” laments Keith Irwin.
“The lack of civility, in my opinion, has led to a specialization
of discussion groups.”42 Many observers worry about this
gradual fragmentation, polarization, and ghettoization of vir-
tual communities.43 In an ultimate irony, the Net could actu-
ally be promoting uniformity instead of diversity, and fragmen-
tation rather than unity. And this possibility undermines the
Net’s potential to do one of the things that LDS members who
congregate in geographically bound wards often learn to do:
tolerate (and perhaps, even accept) those who are different.44

DIVERSITY IN THE OPEN SPACE
Conservatives, vegetarians, and Trekkies

D ESPITE THESE DANGERS of fragmentation and po-
larization, the Mormon Internet is extraordinarily di-
verse. It doesn’t limit itself to the purely religious as-

pects of Mormonism but shows the splendid diversity of
Mormon cultures and subcultures. The young and the old, the
single and the married, the liberal and the conservative, the
straight and the gay, are all represented in Mormon cyber-
space. With some speaking quietly and others screaming with
all the bandwidth they can muster, unofficial websites and
mailing lists represent “worlds without number” (Moses
1:33)—voices and rooms that seem to be pointing in all direc-
tions. 

We must not assume that liberals, minorities, and alternate
voices are the only groups on the Internet. With thousands of
websites, hundreds of mailing lists, and dozens of chatrooms,
mainstream Mormons have certainly established their own set-
tlements on the electronic frontier. Yet, because of the LDS
Church’s tendency to perceive alternate voices as potential
threats, it is only natural that, feeling unwelcome in physical
Mormon spaces, alternate voices flock to cyberspace, where
freedom of speech reigns supreme.

The boundaries of Mormon cyberspace are open and im-
precise. Depending on personal views and attitudes, we may
perceive as faith-promoting not only discourse found in main-
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MORMONISM ONLINE IN JAPAN
by Jiro Numano

T HE LDS INTERNET population in Japan is rapidly
increasing among the common membership, fol-
lowing about ten years of pioneering by advanced

PC users. The email exchange activities here trace back to
1991 when Shigeyuki Tsuchiya started an “On-line
Family-Home-Evening Home Party.” The name was
changed in 1993 to “Bountiful.” As the number of partici-
pants grew and the subjects discussed diversified, a group
interested in broad topics, calling itself “Irreantum,”
branched off. In 1995, Tsuchiya opened another mailing
list, “lds-j,” and these three are currently the major
mailing lists among Japanese Latter-day Saints. In 1998, a
more conservative group added another list, “Zion” for ex-
changing faith-promoting notes. In the meantime, lists for
specific purposes have also been formed. “Plate” is used
for storing useful gospel-related texts, “jlds-info” for pro-
viding information, and “j-lds” (Grant’s Legacy) is geared
to English-speaking members. Of course, many smaller
ones exist for stake or ward areas. 

Subscribers to these lists have enjoyed unique cyber-
Mormon communities, exchanging news of Church activities
and sometimes sharing worries and questions. The role
played by “Irreantum” when the Hanshin-Awaji earthquake
(which killed six thousand citizens, including five Latter-day
Saints) hit the Kobe area in 1995 is worthy of special atten-
tion. The latest news and needs were posted there, and the
information helped energize relief operations. Online net-
works were a powerful medium, offering the candid voices of
the victims and the reactions of readers.

Interestingly, the Japanese Mormon presence online has
attracted many who have been away from the Church to re-
examine their commitments; but it has also become a place
for exchange among those who are thinking of leaving and
those who have already left the Church. 

Regarding official Church-related home pages, nine
missions have well-organized ones in English, one of the
chief purposes of which is to serve as the alumni page for
returned missionaries. The Church’s official site,
<lds.org>, can now be viewed in Japanese. Some attempts
have also been made to open and maintain privately-run
webpages to introduce and defend the Church. Anti-
Mormon pages have been very active since 1999 and have
had such a strong influence that some members, including
priesthood leaders, have left the Church. While various
efforts are being made to cope with these pages, opposi-
tion to the Church’s mission appears strong and often be-
haves without inhibition.

JIRO NUMANO is professor of English at
Hiroshima Gakuin University in Japan.
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regarding the Net many cybersaints can re-
member was an act of censorship: the ex-
pulsion of one of the most popular mailing
lists, Mormon-L, from a BYU server.53

Symptoms of worry about open spaces
emerged as soon as it became possible to
buy domain names (“Web addresses”). In
1992, John Hayes, a Latter-day Saint and
computer programmer from Seattle,
Washington, helped the Church register
the name <lds.org>. He also registered
<mormon.org> and <mormon.net> “be-
cause [he] didn’t want them to fall in the
wrong hands.”54 Unfortunately, he did not
secure <mormon.com>, and what he had
feared did happen. Finally, years later, an
Orem businessman spent tens of thou-
sands of dollars to buy the domain from
the person who had registered it and had
then used it to post pornography and dis-
tort scriptures.55

As Mormon cyberspace expanded, vir-
tual communities and businesses started to
register other domain names that included
the words LDS and Mormon. But when,

after three years in operation, the owners of <lds.net>, an
Internet filtering service, attempted to trademark their name,
lawyers working for the Church responded swiftly. Not only did
they place an injunction on the trademark, but they attempted
to bar the company from using the name LDS.net, the word

S U N S T O N E

stream locations such as the Church’s official website or
Meridian Magazine,45 but also that found in more peripheral
locations as diverse as the LDS Skinny-Dipper Connection,46

Affirmation: Gay and Lesbian Mormons,47 or a webpage dedi-
cated to Mormon vegetarianism.48

The Web is also the place where small
Mormon groups scattered throughout the
world transcend the limitations of physical
space and congregate around a special in-
terest, language, or need. From a group of
LDS mothers of children with Down’s
Syndrome49 to members dealing with de-
pression,50 to LDS members who are Star
Trek fans,51 the Net has hundreds of special
interest groups that highlight the richness
and complexity of the Mormon universe.

OFFICIAL RESPONSE I: 
THE CLOSURE OF OPEN SPACES
The cases of <lds.net> and the Church

Handbook of Instructions

T HE OFFICIAL CHURCH response
to the emergence of open spaces
has been two-fold. On the one

hand, LDS officials have created a myriad of
official spaces that correlate and unify the
LDS presence on the Internet (see the fol-
lowing section). On the other, they have
taken action to control some of the sites
cropping up.52 The first official LDS action
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Uh, Sister, since when is your family’s email address, 
Hunk@Beefcake.com?

Harold’s luck took a dramatic turn for the better when he stopped 
attending singles dances and started to log onto www.HotSaints.com.
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“Liahona” in the company's slogan
(“Your liahona [sic] to the Internet”),
and even an artist-drawn graphic of a
Liahona. Ironically, the company was
run by faithful Mormons trying to pro-
mote LDS moral standards on the Net.
The Church’s legal department referred
the case to the Kirton & McConkie law
firm, which also questioned the use of
“Mormon” in a LDS.net-run site called
<mormonvillage.com>. Fearing nega-
tive publicity in other ventures, the
owners of LDS.net decided to sell the
company rather than engage in lengthy
litigation with the Church.56

In January 1999, an anonymous
priesthood leader scanned a copy of
the Church Handbook of Instructions and
began to circulate it in cyberspace.
This was not the first time sensitive
Mormon material had been divulged in
cyberspace: Years before, the more sen-
sitive (though not copyrighted) text of
the LDS endowment had been posted
on several sites.57 But when the hand-
book appeared on several websites, the
Church copyrights office called the of-
fending parties and threatened them
with legal action.58

In July 1999, long-time Church
critics Jerald and Sandra Tanner posted
two sections of the handbook on the
website of their organization, the Utah
Lighthouse Ministry. When the Church
sued the Tanners for copyright in-
fringement, a number of events and
ironies underscored the anxieties of
broken boundaries. While other sites
were posting the whole 160-page
handbook, LDS officials singled out the
Tanners, who had posted merely sev-
enteen pages.59 Moreover, when the
lawsuit erupted, many Mormons,
fearful of the Church’s aggressive pur-
suit of the case,60 rushed to the
Internet to offer, and to obtain, their
own copies.

Rather than suppressing access to
the handbook, the lawsuit against the
Tanners brought unwanted attention
to the document and helped reinforce
a sense of solidarity among LDS mem-
bers who wanted a copy. When the
Tanners finally agreed to remove the
pages they had posted, they posted a
link to an Australian site where the
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WWW—“WORLD WIDE (SINGLES) WARD”?

W HAT A NICHE! Take a very large group of single people whose religious
tradition stresses the importance of marriage, and especially within the
faith, if they want temporal and eternal happiness. So, they must date.

Add to this mix the fact that most members of this group are still in their sexual
prime, they want to meet a special someone, but many have finished their schooling
and have found that it isn’t as easy as it once was to meet other singles through the
tried and true ways. Indeed, if you are a Latter-day Saint who believes the Holy
Ghost is responsible for all terrestrial progress, you would likely rank celestial
match-making as the raison d’etre for the invention of the World Wide Web—or is it
the “World Wide Ward?”

Although there are many competitors vying to sign up potential LDS cyberdaters,
no one has captured this niche market better than LDSSingles.com. With an average
of 2,700 members logged onto the service at any given time throughout the day, and
about 4,000 at night, LDSSingles is a phenomenon. According to its president, Bob
Haupt, most subscribers to the ser-
vice are between twenty-five and
thirty-five years old, yet “plenty of
people over forty are finding each
other as well.” Haupt says the com-
pany’s statistics “absolutely destroy
the myth that it’s easier to be struck
by lightning than to meet and marry
someone when you’re over thirty-five.” Indeed, since the service’s launch in March
1996, LDSSingles estimates that more than one thousand marriages have resulted
among folks who met via its forums. “There are four couples in our ward alone that
are happily married because of LDSSO!” reads a recent testimonial about a happy
match. “For the ladies out there, I would say take heart. There are very good LDS
men who are faithful and sincere and are willing to be a good partner and father.
Don’t give up, give in, or relax your principles for any reason.” 

So, you’ve decided to look for love online; what must you do? Each match-
making service is different, but typically you first create a profile for yourself: your
age, where you live, if you’ve been married before, number of children, and other
vital stats. You might then simply write a description of yourself, your goals and in-
terests, your job or career plans, and anything else you’d like to share. Many of the
services have specific prompts where you may or may not wish to note your church
activity level, political leanings, favorite movie or music, dream vacation, and so
forth. And even though many subscribers come to these services as part of a gen-
uine celestial pursuit, the profiles that generate the most activity usually include a
photo or gallery of photos. After creating a basic profile, you will then be able to
browse for free, but if you subscribe (prices range from $7.95 to $11.95 per
month), you can then also contact via email, instant messaging, or in chat rooms,
those who match your search criteria and who spark your interest. If the intrigue
isn’t mutual, the other person may gently turn you down or create a block so you
will not be able to contact them again.

As with any Internet forum, even the LDS matchmaker sites have to deal with the
“creep factor,” men who pose as women, and vice-versa, or even worse. Still, Haupt
stresses that for LDSSingles, complaints along these lines are very rare—far below
the industry average. So, even though you have had great online or phone conver-
sations with someone and you finally decide to meet, Haupt urges all cyberdaters to
exercise the same kind of common sense they would when meeting any blind date:
“Meet in a public place, perhaps even bring a friend along. Keep it casual until you
feel confident you know who this person really is.”
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handbook was still available, and the address of the new site
was published in The Salt Lake Tribune.61 Even though the
Australian site eventually removed the document, copies of the
handbook continue to appear in different parts of cyberspace.
The case of the Church Handbook of Instructions illustrates anxi-
eties both within the institution (which fears the possibility
that boundaries might be irreversibly broken) and among less-
empowered grassroots Mormons (who fear the possibility that
such boundaries will be refortified). 

OFFICIAL RESPONSE II: “COLONIZING” CYBERSPACE
Reluctance turns to opportunity

B EGINNING IN 1996, the First Presidency pursued a
number of initiatives to monitor and coordinate the
development of the official LDS website at <lds.org>.

They did this through the Internet Task Committee and a

company the Church created, the Millennial Star Network
(abbreviated “M-Star”).62 The official LDS site was activated in
February 1996, and in December of the same year, the
Church began to post information.63 This first version of the
site contained basic media information, as well as informa-
tion about Joseph Smith, the Book of Mormon, and genealog-
ical research. The main page featured Del Parson’s painting
The Lord Jesus Christ, which, according to an LDS Church
News article, “undoubtedly help[s] to dispel the misconcep-
tion that [LDS] members are not Christian.”64 (The main page
image was later changed to depict a smiling family,65 and fi-
nally to depict Temple Square’s North Visitor Center’s
Christus statue on a background of bluish clouds.)66

When the first version of the official site was posted online,
Elder Jeffrey R. Holland stated that the Church had no interest
in using the Internet to communicate with its members, be-
cause only a small fraction of members had access to the
Web.67 However, the site’s most recent version includes re-
sources specifically aimed at members: the LDS scriptures,
family resources, General Conference talks, and thirty years of
Church magazines that can be accessed by keyword or by
topic.68 The Church is also keeping statistical information on
the number of virtual visitors to the site and which pages they
visit. In March 1997 the LDS Church News reported the equiva-
lent of 48,000 “hits” (visits to individual pages) a day.69 By
March 2000, that number had grown to 750,000 hits a day.70

The Church has also rapidly progressed in using the
Internet for General Conference. Only three days after the
April 1997 General Conference, transcripts of the talks from
all sessions were posted on the Church’s official site.71 In April
1998, Bonneville Communications began to broadcast a lim-
ited live audio signal via the Internet.72 In October 1999, the
signal was expanded to include audio and video.73 From

October 2000 to October 2001, the number of people who
followed General Conference over the Net doubled to more
than 120,000. Now LDS officials are thinking about broad-
casting General Conference with broadband technology (i.e.,
with the same definition of a TV signal). “In five to ten years,
we’ll all have broadband,” predicts Bonneville International
Corp. president and CEO Bruce Reese.74

Although Elder Holland has several times said that
“[Church leaders] aren’t ‘breathless’ about using the
Internet,”75 LDS-sponsored sites continue to crop up. The LDS
Church News went online in December 1995.76 On April 1999,
the Church announced a genealogical site at
<familysearch.org>.77 By October 2002, the site had grown to
where it receives three million hits per hour.78 In January
2001, the Church began developing <mormon.org>, a mis-
sionary site for nonmembers, which was finally launched in
October 2001 and has received more than two million visits.79

Other official Mormon sites are “colonizing” cyberspace and
helping carry out the mission of the Church. For instance, one
site offers a free copy of the LDS edition of the Bible—and a
visit by Mormon missionaries.80 The LDS Foundation site
helps coordinate donations other than tithing and fast offer-
ings.81 The official Church site, <lds.org>, can now be used to
reserve tickets to temple open houses.82 And the new
<mormon.org> site allows users to send electronic cards with
inspirational images.

These official websites, with carefully correlated contents,
present a unified image and send a clear response to the many
anti-Mormon sites on the Internet.83 However, there are still
anxieties about control. A ban on the use of email by LDS mis-
sionaries has recently been lifted,84 but a March 2001 letter
from the Presiding Bishopric directed local Church leaders to
discontinue the many hundreds of home pages maintained by
wards and stakes across the world: “As the Church grows, it is
very important that information presented to the world be ac-
curate and dignified and that it represent a single, unified
Church voice.”85 Although intended for official Church units
only, the directive generated anxiety among some members who
operate private or commercial sites with Mormon content.86

THE FINAL FRONTIER
Opportunities abound for all

I F THE INTERNET is a bad place to look for “the true
mailing list,” this is because absolute truths and dogmas do
not fare well in open spaces. The virtual presence of mar-

ginal Mormon groups suggests that the Internet is gradually
becoming the frontier where the battles between free speech
and correlated discourse will finally be fought. Overall, the
Web has already proven an extraordinary tool for less-empow-
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In an ultimate irony, the Net could actually be  promoting
uniformity rather than diversity, fragmentation instead of unity.
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ered Mormon groups. Feminists and intellectuals, gays and les-
bians can network across the world and explore different issues
with little fear of being censored or disciplined. It is not clear
how much the LDS Church monitors Mormon discourse on the
Internet, but the use of nicknames, pseudonyms, and the pres-
ence of private mailing lists guarantees that the Strengthening
Church Members Committee will have more difficulty tracking
alternate voices on the Net than in more traditional media.

At least in part, using the Web promotes an alternative cul-

ture. This culture is based on the principles of finding one’s
own niche, accepting multiplicity rather than singularity, and
freely networking across vast physical and virtual spaces. It is
not clear yet how different demographic groups in
Mormonism are embracing or repelling this culture. But anec-
dotal evidence suggests that whereas the LDS mainstream often
tends to see the Internet as an occasional supplement to their
ward experience, for many Mormons on the margins, the Net
is the most important—and sometimes the only—medium for

engaging in productive dialogue with
other like-minded people and channeling
their ideas into activism.87

Whereas the main purpose of the official
LDS sites continues to be the dissemination
of official information, many unofficial sites
allow Mormons to interact and “bring a
measure of balance back to the battle be-
tween the ‘conservatives’ and the ‘lib-
erals.’ ”88 Disenfranchised Zoramites of the
twenty-first century can now create virtual
meeting houses where no one will judge
their earrings or their Birkenstocks—only
their ideas and their eloquence in ex-
pressing them (see Alma 32: 1-12).

Despite the anxieties that cyberspace
generates, the LDS Church is taking,
overall, an increasingly optimistic ap-
proach toward the Internet and its possi-
bilities. Commenting on the Church’s mis-
sionary site, Elder Dallin H. Oaks has
recently stated, “We believe that using the
Internet will open a whole new world of
opportunity to share the gospel for mem-
bers and missionaries.”89 The president of
Millennial Star Network, Franklin Lewis,
went so far as to describe the Church’s ef-
forts as “coloniz[ing] an electronic global
community of members and friends of the
Church.”90 By talking of “colonization,”
Lewis is returning to an old metaphor used
previously in discussions of the Open
Frontier. Perhaps the day has come when
the open realms of cyberspace are no
longer seen only as a threat but also as an
opportunity. 
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DIFFERENT SPACES, SIMILAR PROBLEMS

S OME INTRIGUING PARALLELS exist between the controversy over the
Main Street Plaza—a physical space—and that over the posting of the
Church Handbook of Instructions in virtual space. In 1999, lawyers for the

Church aggressively pursued a lawsuit against Jerald and Sandra Tanner over
the handbook, going so far as to demand that the Tanners remove from their
website a link to another site in Australia that had also posted it. Likewise, when
the Church purchased a section of Main Street in downtown Salt Lake City, its
lawyers made an aggressive push to legitimize control over what they now con-
sidered to be private space (see related story on page 70).

Both official moves encountered strong opposition, and perhaps even back-
fired. The Tanner lawsuit brought unwanted attention to the Handbook, and its

circulation seems to have since in-
creased, with its text continually
cropping up on various sites. The in-
auguration of the LDS Plaza also en-
countered a vociferous public op-
posing the move. In both the
physical world and in cyberspace,
LDS leaders are discovering how diffi-
cult it is to restore broken boundaries
and to control an open space.

Interestingly, some Mormons al-
lied with non-Mormons in opposing

the LDS Plaza project; so too, Mormons and non-Mormons worked together in
scanning and posting the handbook. Whereas ex- and anti-Mormons can make
little use of its contents, many Mormons find the handbook to be empowering. 

Church officials have defended restrictions on the LDS Plaza on the basis that
the space is “sacred ground.” Religion professor Douglas J. Davies, in an analysis
of LDS temple ritual, proposes that by controlling access to sacred space, leaders
protect privileged information and perhaps also “exert a degree of institutional
control over ordinary members” (The Mormon Culture of Salvation, p. 81). Some
observers believe these are the same reasons LDS leaders wish to control access
to the Church Handbook of Instructions. By posting the handbook’s contents on
the Internet, some less-empowered Mormons seem to have found an effective
way to break boundaries and to fight institutional control.

The case of the Church Handbook of Instructions illustrates anx    
(which fears the possibility that boundaries might be irreversi    

empowered grassroots members (who fear the possibility that su   

To comment on this article or read
comments by others, please visit our
website: <www.sunstoneonline.com>.
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